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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JUL21 1677 -52 1677 1677 1729 JUL21 152,05 2,30 149,30 149,30 152,05

SEP21 1704 -3 1713 1702 1707 SEP21 150,65 -1,60 153,10 150,35 152,25

NOV21 1690 -6 1700 1686 1696 DEC21 153,50 -1,65 156,00 153,25 155,15

JAN22 1680 -10 1690 1680 1690 MAR22 156,05 -1,70 158,40 155,95 157,75

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1690, 1650, 1585, 1550-1540 & 1510
Resistances: 1770 & 1835

New York ICE:

Supports: 149,00, 142,00-141,50
Resistances: 156,00, 161,25, 165,35 & 172,00
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last high low

1,18611 1,1864 1,18251

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

After finding support below the 1.1800 level, the Euro secured net gains to around 1.1840.

The ECB confirmed that it will now adopt a 2% inflation target compared with the previous aim of a rate close to but just below 2%. The bank also confirmed 

that the target will be symmetric while the cost of housing will gradually be included in the inflation index. The changes were in line with earlier leaks and there 
are strong market expectations that an expansionary policy would be sustained over the next few months at least.

As per Safras & Mercado Agency, Brazil 2021/22 Coffee harvest 54% done as of July 6 equivalent to 30.5 million bags. Compares with 48% a week earlier, 56%

a year before and a 5-year average of 58%. Harvest of Arabica coffee is 48% complete, vs 46% year earlier and 5-year average of 50%. Harvest of Conilon
coffee is 73% complete, vs 79% year earlier and 5-year average of 84%.

Weather has been more steady, which helps the harvest to advance.

In 2021, the significant crop failure in Brazil in the 2021/22 season, the possible economic recovery in 2021 due to the vaccination around the globe (which
tends to increase the demand) and logistical problems in Colombia have led the Brazilian arabica coffee to operate in new nominal records, above 800 BRL/bag.

The Brazilian currency devaluated 1.2 % to BRL 5.3100 , the lowest level since May 27th, as global markets weaken on concern new Covid-19 strains will

affect the economic revival.

As per Somar Metereologia, it will continue dry weather and higher than normal temperature throughout central and southern Brazil in this first half of July. The

next precipitation will reach Paraná and São Paulo only from July 17th. Furthermore, around July 20th, there is a forecast of a further decline in temperature in
central and southern Brazil, but with a weaker cold than that observed last week.

Trading activities significantly down as a result of new coronavirus wave across the country.

The whole coffee belt in Central Highlands continued to enjoy favorable weather conditions.

As per preliminary data Phytosanitary Authority, Vietnam has exported 101,411 tons of coffee during June 2021, almost same last month but down 17.5% year
on year. Customs data will be only released next week.

HCMC, the largest hub for coffee, becomes worst-hit locality and now when people entering or leaving the City, must show negative SARS-CoV-2 test result.

Vietnam created the Fund for Vaccination (VFVC) to raise money from all sources to buy vaccines from overseas and to develop homemade ones. As an ambition

to acquire 120 million doses from AstraZeneca, Sputnik V, Moderna and Pfizer within the year, it is unclear how they can obtain it. It costs over US$1 billion to
vaccinate 75% of the population.

Colombia - The Colombian Coffee Growers Federation reported that in June, Coffee shipments recovered much of the ground lost due to blockades and fell just

11% to 986,000 bags of green coffee from the 1.1 million bags exported in the same month of 2020, strongly up from a record low of 427,000 bags in May.
Although coffee exports have not yet been brought up to date, it is worth highlighting the important logistical work done to reach the current level, after the

main port of Colombia, Buenaventura—where over 60% of the country’s coffee is sent abroad—lasted over 40 days blocked. The Colombian peso dropped 0.5%
to COP 3860.

Honduras – As per IHCAFE, exports jump 28.4% in June to 827,994 bags compared with 644,725 during June 2020. Total accumulated Oct -Jun 4,604,472,
5.1% less than previous year.

Uganda - Coffee production seen near record highs. As per USDA Country’s 2021-22 output forecast to reach 5.95 million bags versus record 6 million bags

reaped prior season as farmers take old trees out of production via stumping. Exports may drop to 5.8 million bags from its all-time high of 5.9 y/y. While
domestic consumption will rebound a bit with tourism, it remains depressed by lockdowns and the pandemic.

The Certified washed Arabica coffee stocks held against the New York exchange were seen to decrease by 9,646 bags end this week, to register these

stocks at 2,160,878 bags, with 93.56% being held in Europe at a total of 2,021,718 bags and the remaining 6.44% being held in the USA at a total 139,160
bags. Of this, a total 1,151,066 bags, or 53.27% of the coffees registered are Brazil washed arabica, and a further 39.90% Honduras.

The upward trend in coffee prices continued in June 2021 as concerns about supply from major origins remained the key factor in the coffee market, says the 

International Coffee Organization in its latest monthly coffee report.

In terms of coffee market fundamentals, exports by all exporting countries to all destinations totaled 9.8 million bags in May 2021, a drop of 10.1% compared
with 10.9 million bags in May 2020. The level of total exports in May 2021 represented a 21.5% reduction of the volume recorded in May 2019, before the
pandemic. The availability of containers for shipments continues to be a major constraint to trade flows.

USDA indicated in June that the world coffee consumption may total 164.98 million bags in 2021/22, 1.4% up compared to 2019/20 and higher than the supply 

in this crop, forecast at 164.84 million bags.
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